Postgraduate Courses
Certificate and Diploma in Hydrography

National Centre for Ports and Shipping
Australian Maritime College, Tasmania

The programme is a mixture of online and intensive units with a field week at the end of each programme....
Hydrographic Surveyors are needed to support many activities...

- Hydrocarbon exploration and production
- Offshore construction and installation
- Renewable energy developments
- Dredging operations
- National coastal charting
- Ports and harbour surveys
- Baseline environmental studies
- Coastal engineering projects

Mature students want to enter an industry which has infrastructure and a career path...

- Surveying and spatial sciences.
- Geography and environmental studies.
- Pure and applied sciences.
- Marine and maritime engineering
- Seafarers – deck and engineer officers
Campus units use Beauty Point Teaching and Accommodation Facilities.....

Practicals on the Tamar estuary, put theory into practice...
An industry-driven programme supported with ‘state of the art’ equipment and expertise…….

Future options to do investigative research projects using AMC’s facilities and gain a Masters in Hydrography…..
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For further information
Visit: www.amc.edu.au/hydrography